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NOTE FROM THE SSSC PRESIDENT

Sat Nam,
 
As we come to the end of yet another year full of challenges, we find ourselves
with significant decisions to make on who we are collectively, how we will move
forward together, and where our common ground is. 
 
The last three years have been challenging for everybody in our community, in
multiple ways and to differing levels. We are all determining how we respond to
the impact of COVID, the changes it has brought to our lives and society as a
whole. Yoga teachers have found new ways to share the teachings with students
around the world and are continuing to do amazing work in spreading the
Kundalini Yoga even in very trying times. 
 
We are also all determining how we respond, individually and collectively, to all
that has been revealed in our community the past few years, to the hurt and harm
that has been caused, and how to find healing. We don’t all agree on some
fundamental questions regarding the truth of the lived experiences of others, or
what that means for the future of our shared community. Families are dealing with
the fallout of differing perspectives, experiences and opinions.
 
In all this tumult, we are called to strip things down to the very core, to determine
what matters, where we agree, and if we have enough common ground to move
forward together. 
 
I believe we do. At the very core, I believe we have to agree on some very
important truths: 
 
1. Many people were helped and served immensely through their experiences with
Yogi Bhajan and Kundalini Yoga. People continue to be uplifted through those
experiences every day.

2. Many people were harmed through their experiences with our Community and
Yogi Bhajan. The SSSC has committed to a number of processes, including the
Compassionate Reconciliation Commission (CRC) and the Independent Healing
and Reparations Program (IHRP) to address, as much as we can, the healing needs
of those who have been harmed. 
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3. If we can ‘see the other person as us’, we will find a way through to common
ground. As we have been told, there is a way through every block, we just have to
be willing to find it together. 

4. In our community, we have a responsibility to see the Divine in all, to serve all,
to uplift all, to heal all, to feed all, even if we don’t agree with them. Our shared
history is filled with examples of this, both as Sikhs and as Yogis. Our lineage is one
of service to each other, and we have to get back to doing that more. 

5. Although we may come from different faiths, or no faith, we recognize the value
in each person, and have to honor and respect that value. That is what we are
serving, even if there are other parts of individuals we disagree with.
 
I know this isn’t easy. I know that, at times, it is difficult to see the common ground
we need. I still believe it exists, still believe we can find it, and still believe it is
solid enough to support all of us. 
 
The SSSC is working to find as much common ground as possible, so we can fulfill
our mission to serve and elevate our community. With the guidance of the Gurus,
and the participation and support of the Sadh Sangat, we will achieve that
mission.
 
Sat Nam,
 
Sahaj Singh Khalsa
SSSC President
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The SSSC is the sole member of the non profit subsidiary organizations

(3HO, 3HO Europe, LYBF, KRI, Sikhnet, SDI and SDEI). SSSC is also the

shareholder of KIIT and KIT BV, our for profit subsidiaries. As such the SSSC

also serves as trustee for these charitable trust assets whose beneficiaries

are the non profit organizations and the communities they serve.

As the sole member of the non profit organizations, the SSSC has the

authority to, among other things, appoint these organizations' Board of

Directors, amend their bylaws, and approve certain business decisions. As

trustee, SSSC has a fiduciary duty to assure that these organizations have a

sustainable future and have sufficient resources to meet and advance their

missions. 

The SSSC carries out its responsibilities as member and trustee through its

Board of Trustees. They are responsible for carrying out the fiduciary

duties of SSSC in overseeing and making decisions on the strategic

management and development of the non profit and for profit entities

under its umbrella. 

The subsidiary organizations’ Boards of Directors serve as the steward of

their respective organization. Each Board is responsible for setting the

strategic direction, establishing the mission and vision, and developing the

goals of the organization. Board members are given detailed training about

the role of the boards on which they serve and their duties and

responsibilities as board members . These subsidiaries are:

ABOUT THE SSSC
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Kundalini Research Institute (KRI), 3HO Foundation International (3HO),

Stichting 3HO (3HO Europe), Sikh Dharma International (SDI) , Sikh Dharma

Education International (SDEI), Sikhnet, Legacy of Yogi Bhajan Foundation

(LYFB) and KIIT Company, Inc. (KIIT), KIT Holding, B.V.



SSSC – Siri Singh Sahib Corporation

Subsidiaries of the SSSC

Non profit organizations
KRI – Kundalini Research Institute
3HO – 3HO Foundation International (Happy, Healthy and Holy)
3HO Europe – Stichting 3HO
SDI – Sikh Dharma International
SDEI - Sikh Dharma Education International
MPA - Miri Piri Academy

KRE - KIIT Renewable Energy
Sikhnet - Sikhnet
LYBF- Legacy of Yogi Bhajan Foundation

For profit organization
KIIT – KIIT Company, Inc. (Khalsa International Industries & Trade)
KIT B.V. - KIT Holding B.V.
EWTC – East West Tea Company

SSSC Commissions
I&C - Information and Communication Commission
HRC - Human Rights Commission
CRC – Compassionate Reconciliation Commission

Offices and Councils of the SSSC
ODC – Office of Dharmic Counsel
OPA – Office of Public Affairs
EPS – Office of Ethics and Professional Standards

Branches of the SSSC
IKYTA – International Kundalini Yoga Teachers Association
NKYTA – National Kundalini Yoga Teachers Association
ATA - Aquarian Teachers Academy

 

ACRONYM KEY
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07
SSSC IN ACTION

Dr. Sat Bir Singh & Dr. Guruprakash Kaur of KRI received CCC grant
funding from the SSSC for a study on the effects of Kundalini Yoga on
emotional functioning in a school curriculum. (Montgomery County,
Maryland School District) 

Evaluation of Kundalini Yoga in a School Curriculum
on Emotional Functioning: A Randomized Study

A team of our global Sangat was on the ground in Warsaw, Poland, just
a few hours from the Ukrainian border, supporting an aid warehouse in
Lviv, Ukraine and a municipal distribution center in Przemysl, Poland.
 
Physicians from the Sikh American Veterans Alliance (SAVA), 3HO
Europe, 3HO Germany and Sikh Dharma International partnered
together on the logistics support work along with SSSC's Office of
Public Affairs.
 
Several Sangat organizations provided funding for direct aid such as
food and medical supplies for the Ukrainian refugees. These
organizations included the Sangat in Malaysia, the Siri Singh Sahib
Corporation, Raj Khalsa Gurdwara in Virginia and Guru Ram Das
Aquarian Academy in Boizenburg, Germany. 

Ukraine Collaborates to Deliver Humanitarian Aid 



 

March 2022 - The election timeline is announced to Sangat.
Notification was sent out via email with the announcement and the
links to apply to become a member of the electorate. March also
kicked off the time to nominate candidates. 
April 2022 - Nominations for candidates ended. 
May 2022 - It was determined that to enhance the integrity of the
election and to adhere to our Transparency Policy, a third-party
company would be hired to manage the election. Armanino LLP
began work with the SSSC in May 2022.
Candidates accept their candidacy. In May it was determined that
an extra 75 days would be needed to vet the candidates. 
June-August 2022 - New voters send in their applications and
recommendation letters. Returning voters fill out renewal forms. 
August 2022 - Candidates are announced and candidate statements
are collected.
September 2022 - Candidate statements are publicly announced
and placed on the SSSC website. New voter applications and
renewal voters application period ends. Automatically qualified
voters had their credentials verified. 
October 2022- The election was extended an extra 75 days to give
Armanino more time to verify the election and a chance for SSSC to
address the concerns of the Sangat. It was anticipated that this
would move the election voting time to January-February 2023.
However, the process is taking longer than expected and a new
timeline for voting and the seating of the new board will be
provided once it has been determined by Armanino.

ELECTION UPDATE
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SSSC COMMITTEES, COMMISSIONS
& OFFICES UPDATE
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Report from SSSC Human Rights Commission

The Human Rights Commission drafted and approved the Statement for
Equality in Marriage.

The HRC made the crafting of this statement its first order of business. This
statement is a touchstone to guide policy recommendations as well as to
direct the work of the HRC in relation to this issue.

The Human Rights Commission made a presentation at the Khalsa Council on
Sept 23 & 24 and read aloud the Statement for Equality in Marriage into the
Khalsa Council record.
October 14, 2022, a motion passed to publish a list of ministers supporting and
performing same sex marriage.
The Human Rights Commission is in the process of hiring a part-time
coordinator who will help advance the work of the HRC relating to the issues of
equality and marriage.
On November 29, 2022, a group of Sikh organizations, including Sikh Dharma
International, SikhNet, and Sikh Dharma of Virginia sent a letter to the U.S.
Senate in support of the Respect for Marriage Act (S. 4556). OPA Officer Simran
Singh Khalsa coordinated this effort. 

On April 1, 2022, the SSSC Human Rights Commission held their first meeting. The
purpose of the Human Rights Commission is to identify and focus on global Human
Rights issues that are relevant to the 3HO/Sikh Dharma community, to advise the
SSSC and its affiliates about those issues, and to identify and collaborate with
other organizations that are working on these same human rights issues.

The initial focus of the Human Rights Commission is Marriage Equality for LGBTQ
Sikhs couples. Highlights and milestones of the Human Rights Commission in 2022:

Click here to read the Statement for Equality in Marriage

Click here to review the Human Rights Commission members and commission charter

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eZVJdO1iqYdiShklaseIjnXb9YKQY1_Y/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eZVJdO1iqYdiShklaseIjnXb9YKQY1_Y/view
https://ssscorp.org/committees-and-commissions-of-the-sssc-board/
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Report from SSSC Information & Communication

Commission
The Information and Communication Commission is a group composed of the
Board Chair and CEO/Executive Director (and any additional support staff) of
each of the legacy organizations, both for-profit and nonprofit, under the
SSSC. The group began to meet twice monthly as a way to disseminate
information about legacy organizations’ responses to the allegations and
pandemic crises and has continued to meet twice monthly.  

In each meeting, the group takes time to share updates and then work on
identified critical areas of discussion and development for the organizations
in the future. These include communication, transparency, and
defining/aligning with core values. As the group developed, members felt it
important to discuss the values of each organization, areas of commonality
and difference, and how each organization can be more aware of the others in
its day-to-day work.  

The facilitation team (Atma, Livdhyan Kaur, and Ananda Hargeet) supports
the group in their efforts to understand one another and work collaboratively
for the interest of the greatest good for all. The organizations identified core
values they believe to be critical to moving forward, including integrity,
service, inclusiveness/diversity, and trustworthiness. Through this meeting
the organizations continue to share updates, work collaboratively, problem
solve, and engage in meaningful discussion and dialogue. 

Click here to read the Information and Communication Commission Charter

Report from SSSC Inclusion, Diversity, Equity & Access 
(IDEA) Commission

May 17, 2022, the SSSC hired ThinkDEI Consultants, Sushmita Kirkland and
Trevor Jensen for a six month engagement to support and guide SSSC
management and their subsidiary organizations in their efforts to
integrate tenets of inclusion into internal operations and programmatic
work.

The Inclusion, Diversity, Equity and Access (IDEA) Commission met from July,
2021 through March 14, 2022, their primary task being the hiring of an IDEA
Consultant.

 

https://ssscorp.org/committees-and-commissions-of-the-sssc-board/
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Report from SSSC Inclusion, Diversity, Equity & Access

 (IDEA) Commission (con't)

Upon the hiring of ThinkDEI, the IDEA Commission was dissolved and will be
reconfigured in 2023 as the IDEA Council that will act on behalf of the SSSC
in support of inclusion, diversity, equity, and accessibility. 

Their areas of focus will include: support for SSSC’s IDEA strategy, providing
oversight and accountability on IDEA activities, communication, assessing the
effectiveness of IDEA and reform/innovation when needed and supporting and
nurturing SSSC employees and all other players in IDEA. For the continued
progress on the SSSC and subsidiary IDEA initiatives, see Initiative Updates:
Inclusion, Diversity, Equity & Accessibility at SSSC on page 20 of this report.

Report from SSSC Office of Ethics and Professional 
Standards (EPS)

The Mission of the SSSC Office of Ethics and Professional Standards is to
nurture and strengthen a culture of ethical behavior and integrity within our
Kundalini Yoga and Dharmic communities, where commitment to non-harm
ensures all voices are heeded, all individuals are treated with respect, and all
hold accountability for their actions.

Educating Kundalini Yoga teachers and trainers, SDI Ministers and our yogic
and dharmic communities is the single greatest measure we can take to
promote healthy relationships and prevent harm. EPS has taken a four-
pronged approach: Monthly Articles re Ethics in Community, Presentations
and Workshops on Healthy Student-Teacher Relationships, Social Media
exposure, and the EPS Ethics & Anti-Harassment Training online course.

EPS articles have been published monthly on the KRI blog since June 2022.
Topics have included “Healthy Student Teacher Relationship,” “Power &
Vulnerability in the Student-Teacher Relationship: a Yoga Student’s Guide,”
“Money & Yoga: Navigating the Ethics of Transactions in Yoga” and “Why
Retaliation is Never the Answer.”

Mission Statement

Community Education & Outreach

Monthly Articles
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June 2022 IKYTA - Facebook live interview re Healthy Student Teacher
Relationship
June 2022 3HO eSolstice - Ahimsa & the Healthy Student Teacher Relationship.
This was the first workshop ever offered especially for Kundalini Yoga students
about ethics in yoga.
July 2022 European Trainer Forum - Power & Vulnerability in the Trainer-Trainee
Relationship
August 2022 European Yoga Festival - Ahimsa & the Healthy Student Teacher
Relationship 
August 2022 IKYTA monthly Ethics session - Diversity, Equity and Inclusion:
Making our Classes Safe and Welcoming
Sept 2022 IKYTA session - Teacher & Student Relationship 
Oct 2022 IKYTA session - The Scope of Practice and the Purity of the Teachings 

Presentations & Workshops
EPS has recruited members from its Global Ethics Commission and other leadership
to represent EPS and provide workshops at live and in-person events. Our goal is to
participate in at least one live event each month.

Social Media Exposure
EPS_KundaliniEthics - EPS gained a presence on Instagram in August 2022. Posts
highlight elements of the KRI Code of Ethics and promote EPS articles on the KRI
blog. 143 followers and growing.

EPS Ethics & Anti-Harassment Training (EAT) 
The long-anticipated EAT course is in its final form and has been made available to
all SSSC constituent organizations, their boards, employees and volunteers. Each
participating organization will manage its own members and enrollments. 130
learners (from SSSC, ATA, KRI, SDI and 3HO-IKTYA) enrolled in the course in beta
phase with 36 completions. Currently the course is in translation process for a
desired 7 additional languages and is facing some hurdles. We expect these
translation issues to be resolved by EOY 2022.
Addressing Complaints & Concerns

EPS Global Ethics Commission 
The Commission has matured and gained valuable complaint adjudication
experience in the last year.The focus in 2022, in addition to adjudication of cases,
has been training & development, formalizing policies & procedures, and cultivating
deeper awareness of ethics & issues within our communities. Commission members
currently represent 11 nationalities. Five members thus far have also served as EPS
Ambassadors/ethics trainers at live and in person events within their respective
regions. 



Working with IKYTAs and Global Communities for Local Resolution of Complaints -
EPS has begun conversations with NKYTAs regarding partnering in addressing local
complaints and issues. 

2022 Data on Cases & Other Concerns
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With implementation of a new Case Management System and improved methods of
reporting, EPS data, beginning in 2022, is more detailed and accurate. As awareness
of EPS, how to submit a complaint, and the security of the new system, we look to
see reports of issues increase. An increase is a sign that education and outreach is
having an impact and that communities are gaining trust in the process and more
confidence in EPS. 

“Teacher-Student Relationship” (specifically financial or intimate relationships)
continues to be the most frequent category of complaint. Nearly all reports of
violations of the KRI Code of Ethics involve a teacher-student relationship in some
way. 

Of a total of 44 issues (an “issue” may contain more than one category of complaint)
submitted in 2022, 91% were regarding Kundalini Yoga Teachers or Trainers and 9%
were regarding SDI Ministers. Excluded from data are RFI Issues (Requests for
Information). 

Click here to read more about SSSC Office of Ethics and Professional Standards
(EPS)
Click here for the SSSC Office of Ethics and Professional Standards (EPS) website

https://ssscorp.org/offices-of-the-sssc/
https://ssscorp.org/offices-of-the-sssc/
https://ssscorp.org/offices-of-the-sssc/
https://ssscorp.org/offices-of-the-sssc/
https://ssscorp.org/offices-of-the-sssc/
https://ssscorp.org/offices-of-the-sssc/
https://ssscorp.org/offices-of-the-sssc/
https://epsweb.org/
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Report from SSSC Office of Public Affairs (OPA)

Simran Singh is the Head of the SSSC’s Office of Public Affairs and works to expand
awareness of our organizations’ activities. As our Global Affairs Advisor, he engages
dozens of internal and external stakeholders, governments, and community partners
for our work with humanitarian crises, social justice issues, and global relations.

Important initiatives undertaken by OPA In 2022 include the following:

1. Ukraine Humanitarian Relief
The war in Ukraine led to a humanitarian crisis that is continuing to impact our
sangat unspeakably. Thousands of our community members still live in an active war
zone, and our sangats in the remainder of Europe are seeing a war on their
doorsteps.

Shortly after the conflict broke out, OPA and 3HO Europe headed to refugee areas in
Poland and the Ukraine, where they delivered humanitarian relief that funded and
organized by our organizations, including Raj Khalsa Gurdwara in Virginia, the SSSC,
3HO Europe, Sikh Dharma International, Miri Piri Academy graduates, and non-
affiliated donors, especially in New Mexico. This led to approximately 1 million meals
being delivered into disaster zones, including to Bucha just hours after its liberation,
where mass graves were discovered.

Although the humanitarian need in Ukraine is overwhelming, the food supply has
somewhat stabilized in late 2022. OPA is now sourcing and delivering much needed
medical supplies to hospitals in some of the hardest hit Ukrainian areas, most
recently in Kharkiv, just 15 miles from the Russian border. Sahaj Singh, the SSSC’s
President, has raised significant funds in New Mexico, and is sourcing medical aid on
behalf of a number New Mexican medical organizations.

2. Odessa Siri Guru Granth Sahib Rescue
While coordinating aid work from Warsaw, Poland, OPA learned of multiple Siri Guru
Granth Sahib volumes being left behind in Odessa, the bombardment of which had
commenced from the Black Sea. Odessa was fully evacuated, and a final Ukrainian
stronghold was struggling to hold off a full scale ground invasion of the city, which
was needed to unite Russian forces with Moldovan separatists to ensnare the
country.

https://ssscorp.org/offices-of-the-sssc/
https://ssscorp.org/offices-of-the-sssc/
https://ssscorp.org/offices-of-the-sssc/
https://ssscorp.org/offices-of-the-sssc/
https://ssscorp.org/offices-of-the-sssc/
https://ssscorp.org/offices-of-the-sssc/
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OPA quickly worked with its military and community contacts intact from Akal
Security’s long history in this field, in Washington, London and Lviv to head to
Odessa and retrieve the holy Sikh scriptures.The evacuation was supported by the
wives of Ukrainian soldiers, a number of Sikh organizations, and by the British
military itself, and received worldwide media attention because it was recognized as
an act of devotion by the Sikh community. 

For his work, Simran Singh received a commendation for extreme bravery and
meticulous mission planning and execution from the Deputy Commander of the
British Field Army, was recognized by major Sikh organizations in India, became a
social media phenomenon reaching millions, and appeared in hundreds of TV and
print articles or interviews in the East and West. The journey of Odessa was
considered to be a significant act of devotion that was completed by our “convert”
community.

3. Sikh Military Engagement
Drawing from our community’s background at Akal Security and OPA’s successful
Ukraine work in 2022, OPA built a number of relationships with Sikh military
organizations that engage broadly in service and inclusion initiatives. Simran Singh
currently serves in an advisory capacity to the Sikh American Veterans Alliance, the
UK Defence Sikh Network, and the Sikh Military Association, and Chairs the Advisory
Board for EOR Systems, US military contractor that engages significantly in the
support and holistic rehabilitation of wounded veterans. OPA intends to continue to
grow and support this network with a view to the Khalsa warrior spirit, the
Sant/Sipahi philosophy, and future support for humanitarian catastrophes,
especially in very difficult areas.

4. Religious Liberty
2022 marked the 400th anniversary of Guru Tegh Bahadur Ji’s martyrdom in
protection of another faith, which was a significant milestone for OPA’s engagement
on Religious Liberty issues. Religious liberty is enshrined in Article 18 of the United
Nations’ Universal Declaration on Human Rights, and addresses the idea that each
human being’s conscience and relationship with the divine is sacred and
unassailable, which includes members of all faiths or none, atheists or agnostics, and
LGBTQIA+ identity issues.

OPA engaged broadly on religious liberty issues, including the following:
1. Support of an NGO called the IRF (International Religious Freedom) Secretariat aka
IRFSec, which bundles and one-voices the work of 900 NGOs and faith organizations
that address religious liberty. 
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Simran Singh has been appointed Vice-Chair of IRFSec just prior to the organization
receiving a major seven-figure grant for its work.
2. Hosting religious freedom roundtables in Washington DC on behalf of IRFSec
without about a dozen government and a hundred NGO participants each week.
3. Hosting a civil society congress in DC with over 250 organizations engaged in the
protection of religious liberty worldwide.
4. Opened the first ever fully inclusive interfaith event in Guatemala’s history, where
over 200 faith representatives discussed their shared beliefs and common ground.
5. Invited by the UK’s Foreign Ministry to join other leading Sikh figures and the UK
FORB (Freedom of Religion or Belief) Forum in a Ministerial to discuss FORB.
6. Worked with political, religious, and philanthropic entities on the evacuation of
thousands of Afghani Sikh, Christian, Hazara and LBTQ+ minorities. 
7. Various others.

5. Panthic Relations
Over the last 50 years, our dharma has significantly engaged the panth and our
siblings of destiny in India. OPA has been tasked to support those relationships,
given that they are both historic and important to our continued flourishing. OPA
has arranged numerous meetings with Sikh leadership in India, including with the
President of the SGPC, has supported yatras that will continue to be organized, has
supported Kirtan in the golden temple that is broadcasted globally, has engaged in
dozens of print and tv interviews, and has advised our organizations on a variety of
associated issues.

OPA continues to work with a variety of global Sikh organizations, and Simran Singh
is the Treasurer for SALDEF (Sikh American Legal Defense and Education Fund) and a
board member for Vishva Sikh Vistha Sanstha International, a Sikh think tank, and
maintains relationships with the Sikh Research Institute, the Sikh Human
Development Foundation, United Sikh, City Sikhs, Ik Onkar Bridges, and numerous
other important Sikh organizations.

6. Interfaith Engagement
OPA engages on a number of interfaith and multifaith initiatives, particularly as they
relate to shared interest in pluralism, liberty, inclusion and other matters of
conscience. 

For example, Simran Singh serves on the board of the US National Interfaith Alliance,
engages diligently at the Church Center of the United Nations, and has developed
deep relationships with the leadership of the Dietrich Bonhoeffer Institute and the
Parliament of the World’s Religions,
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as well as numerous other human rights organizations, where OPA is engaged in the
creation and hosting of a number of Religious Liberty and human rights panels.

Following OPA’s discussions with the President of Israel, Members of the Knesset,
and a variety of peacemakers in the Middle East, renowned Pakistani Journalist
Ahmed Quaraishi said the following:

Sometimes peacemakers work quietly, brilliantly and viciously.

Many Sikhs are this way. They have a duty to God to protect all people — to the best
of their ability. They stood with Muslims in the United States after 9/11 while
themselves getting killed by white supremacists, with the Rohingya in Burma, during
recent Delhi riots, and everywhere else. 

Simran Singh is a German-Sikh-American whose fiber is protection. He told us a
story of when he was younger in Germany and grabbed by a man who asked if he
was a Jew. Remembering his German history and his Sikh duty, he said “Yes I am.” 

When I was with him at Yad Vashem, he got Chairman Dani Dayan to agree that he
would raise the issue of the nearly two million Muslims Uyghurs with the Chinese
Ambassador, who was about to meet with him. The Uyghurs are Muslims who are in
Chinese labor camps TODAY because they are considered to be not Chinese
enough.

At our meeting with President Herzog, in his unique style of brevity with depth, he
drew parallels between the fifth and sixth largest religions in the world - Sikhism
and Judaism - and the historic struggle that underpins the story of these two great
faiths. There seems to be a friendship forming, and I expect that he will take a Sikh
delegation to Israel soon.

In our meetings at the Knesset, in what was a rare moment of diplomacy, and to the
surprise of many, Simran got the head of the Abraham Accords Caucus to agree to
advise AMMWEC, a Muslim women organization, on continued peace building.

7. Racial Justice
In response to the murder of George Floyd, OPA has continued its engagement in
support of the National and International Stop the Violence Alliance (NSTVA), where
Simran Singh Chairs the Historic Ministerial Council founded by the Rev Dr Vernon
King after his uncle Rev Dr Martin Luther King Jr. was assassinated. 
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Engaged media and members of congress on Capitol Hill.
Arranged Sikh Signatures for an Interfaith Letter in support of the Act that was
discussed on Senate Floor.
Drafted and Received 17 Sikh Org signatures in support of this act, in a historic
move by Sikh groups.
Led LGBTQIA+ discussions on Punjabi TV and print media.
Asked to Chair LGBTQIA+ Faith Roundtable hosted by parity.nyc
Represented Sikhism in dozens of articles in the LGBTQIA+ press, developed
content with the Ozanne Foundation with senior religious figures and the
President of Ireland.

Media Engagement: OPA responded broadly to media inquiries and other PR
matters affecting our organizations. Simran Singh became a regular figure on
Punjabi speaking TV.
2. Public Speaking: OPA has received and responded to numerous requests for
interviews, live speeches, and podcasts.
 3. Government Relations: OPA met with three Heads of State in 2022 in events
that received wide media attention, in Central America, South Asia and the
Middle East.

Together with NSTVA’s leadership and number of other Sikh organizations, OPA
works to ensure that the historic relationship between Dr. King and the Sikh
community is carried into the 21st century,

8. LGBTQIA+ Rights
OPA has engaged extensively on LGBTQIA+ rights, most recently in the US for the
Respect for Marriage Act. This engagement is currently under evaluation for a UN-
level recognition by the UN High Commission on Human Rights Independent Expert
on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity, and for the Respect for Marriage Act,
included the following activities:

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

WorldPride Sydney, the largest LGBTQIA+ event in history, has asked OPA to join
their Human Rights Congress as a plenary speaker and a “key voice and admired
leader in their community,” which is a reflection of the impact of the signatures
mentioned in #3 above. In their Human Rights Congress, WorldPride is attempting to
set a new standard for LGBTQIA+ engagement and solidarity, which OPA will
continue to support in 2023.

9. Other Engagements
OPA engages on dozens of additional initiatives that are too numerous to describe in
detail here. They include:

1.

2.

3.

Please contact OPA via +1-202-909-0408 or simransingh@khalsa.com
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INITIATIVE UPDATES

The BASEE (Board Appointment, Solicitation, Education and Evaluation)
Process was developed by the SSSC Operations Director, Amrit Vela
Ramos in conjunction with the Governance Committee to create
processes for BASEE within SSSC and its subsidiary organizations. 2022
has been for testing out and fine-tuning the new BASEE process and
integrating feedback from the subsidiary organizations. Throughout the
year, Sat Akal Kaur, Program Director at SSSC has been working diligently
with all the subsidiary boards implementing and adapting the process to
each organization’s needs. 

The process has streamlined, organized and standardized this
comprehensive process. To date, each of the subsidiary boards is at a
different stage of the BASEE process.

Board Appointment, Solicitation, Evaluation and
Education (BASEE) Project

Building A Diverse Board Talent Pool Project

To connect with and engage new, diverse, potential Board Members 
Create a database of contact information of potential Board members
Administer a series of surveys to the Sangat to first gauge interest and
best ways of communicating board opportunities, set goals for a more
diverse board and share board talent pool with subsidiaries to
consider for the BASEE process.

We, at SSSC understand the need to address the lack of diversity on the
SSSC board and some of the subsidiary boards. We are looking to expand
the area of perspective and lived experience by bringing in more diverse
board members. We are seeking out interested, competent and skilled
community members to populate the SSSC Board and its subsidiary
boards. This is a necessary step if the Siri Singh Sahib Corporation is to
grow, evolve and stay relevant into the future. 

The primary objectives of this project are:

The first survey is scheduled to go out in February 2023.
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INITIATIVE UPDATES

May 17, 2022 SSSC begins a 6-month engagement with Think DEI
consultants, Sushmita Kirkland and Trevor Jenkins.
In July of 2022, the Belonging & Diversity Climate Survey was sent to
the SSSC Board Members, staff, IDEA Commission members and the
subsidiary CEO’s to complete to analyze the present IDEA climate.
In September 2022, ThinkDEI held Focus Groups that included SSSC
Board members, Subsidiary Board members, staff, contractors and
volunteers to further assess the present IDEA climate at SSSC.
On December 14th, 2022, ThinkDEI presented the findings and
recommendations to the SSSC Board, based on the results of the
Belonging & Diversity Climate Survey and the Focus Groups. 

Fundamentals of IDEA
Inclusive Leadership training 
Creating psychological safety 
Unconscious bias and cultural intelligence

The following is a progress report of the SSSC engagement with ThinkDEI
consultants as part of the initiative to advance inclusion, diversity, equity
and accessibility (IDEA) in our organizations,

In 2023, ThinkDEI will focus on building and rolling out training programs
for the SSSC leadership and staff, in line with the findings &
recommendations. Some of these trainings include:

Click here to view ThinkDEI Overview

Inclusion, Diversity, Equity and Accessibility at SSSC
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SSSC HEALING INITIATIVES

On April 7, 2022, the SSSC announced the Acknowledgement, Apology and
Reparations Program to the Sikh Dharma and Kundalini Yoga community
regarding continuing work to acknowledge and learn from the various
experiences of harm shared by current and former community members,
and to heal our global community.

Read the announcement here: https://epsweb.org/reparations/
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Acknowledgment, Apology and Reparations Program 

Report from SSSC on the Compassionate
Reconciliation Project (CRP)

In early 2020 the global 3HO, KRI, Sikh Dharma International communities
heard the painful sharing of experiences of abuse by Yogi Bhajan and
within our communities, specifically our youth programs and schools. 

The SSSC has embarked on a journey of Compassionate Reconciliation,
which uses the foundational principles of restorative justice to guide
healing processes for all those impacted. The Compassionate
Reconciliation Project seeks to acknowledge and repair harm while
rebuilding a community of trust. 

In the Fall of 2020, the SSSC hired Just Outcomes, a restorative justice
consulting company, who focused efforts on meeting individuals and
groups within our community to better understand the diverse needs and
experiences present. 

This learning and assessment process helped Just Outcomes gain an
understanding of what might be needed to meaningfully address the
needs for acknowledgement and healing. Through this networking and
relationship-building, Just Outcomes has worked closely with our current
organization and community leadership to build capacity and design
pathways for justice, support, and healing. 

https://epsweb.org/reparations/


An important initiative of the Compassionate Reconciliation Project was
the creation of the Compassionate Reconciliation Commission (CRC). The
CRC is a diverse group that engages the many voices, needs, and
perspectives that exist in our community. The current structure of the
CRC consists of a series of Advisory Teams working alongside the core
CRC, which is composed of representatives from each advisory team. 
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Report from the Compassionate Reconciliation

Commission (CRC) (con't)

Over the next several months the CRC will be designing action plans and
directions to advance the goals of the Compassionate Reconciliation
Project for the current moment and beyond. 

If you would like to learn more about Compassionate Reconciliation, the
work of the CRC, the Q&A or training sessions, and/or how to get involved,
please visit the website: compassionatereconciliation.com. From here you
can read more about the broad initiative of compassionate reconciliation,
the CRC and its members, see the schedule of events, or join the mailing
list for monthly updates on the project. 

Click here to view website: https://compassionatereconciliation.com

https://compassionatereconciliation.com/
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Counseling Programs

The Siri Singh Sahib Corporation has instituted two counseling
reimbursement programs to support members of our community. For
additional information about the available support programs, please
contact the Counseling Support team at counseling@epsweb.org.

Independent Healing and Reparations Program for
the Sikh Dharma Community (IHRP)

On April 7, 2022, on behalf of the SSSC and all our affiliated organizations,
we announced an Independent Healing and Reparations Program to
further extend care to those who have shared experiences of harm in
connection with our community. This program offers an independent,
confidential, and trustworthy process for eligible claimants to be heard in
a supportive and non-confrontational environment and receive
compensation in the form of reparations to further promote individual
healing.

The program protocol has been developed by independent professionals
with experience administering reparations programs, and reflects input
from the SSSC Board, Just Outcomes, and other key advisors.

The online registration period was from June 8, 2022 to August 19, 2022
and the claims period was open from September 1, 2022 to December 31,
2022

Read program protocol here: https://epsweb.org/wp-
content/uploads/2022/05/SSSC-IHRP-Protocol.pdf 

See Reparations FAQ page on the EPS website:
 https://epsweb.org/reparations-faq/

mailto:counseling@epsweb.org
https://epsweb.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/SSSC-IHRP-Protocol.pdf
https://epsweb.org/reparations-faq/
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FUNDING OUR MISSION
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Charitable Contributions Committee (CCC) Grant

The SSSC has evaluated its Charitable Contributions Committee (CCC)
grant process and the system for distributing grants to our nonprofits.
Manou Kaur, longtime European community member, has continued
working as our Legacy Program Manager to assist in reorganizing,
soliciting, administering, and evaluating grants.

We have been working with an outside consulting firm specializing in
nonprofit management, and they have helped lead this process. One of
our goals is to implement shared services across the organizations. This
past year, the SSSC has been working on shared services, greater
accountability, and a more formalized grant process.



MEETING OVERVIEW
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2022 SSSC Board Meeting Overview
# of meetings  

2022 SSSC Commission Meeting Overview
# of meetings per commission



MEETING OVERVIEW
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2022 SSSC Committee Meeting Overview
# of meetings per Committee  



MEET THE SSSC BOARD
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MEET THE SSSC BOARD
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SUBSIDIARY BOARDS AND
THEIR MEMBERSHIP
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In March 2022, the SSSC held a Sangat Forum to give a platform to
dialogue with the Sangat. This platform gave community members a place
to voice their feedback directly to the SSSC. 

On April 22nd & 23rd, 2022, The Baisakhi Session of the International
Khalsa Council was held. This was the final session of our two-year theme:
"Healing and Transformation through Compassion, Humility & Service"

On August 5 - 13, SSSC representatives Guru Prem Singh Khalsa, Sahaj 
Singh Khalsa and Satwant Singh Khalsa attended the European Yoga
Festival (EYF) in the town of Jambville, France which is located about an
hour from Charles de Gaulle Airport (near Paris). 

CONNECTING WITH OUR SANGAT
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About 850 yogis from across Europe attended the Festival. It had a typical
Solstice schedule with morning Sadhana and Gurdwara. Various classes
were held during the day with entertainment in the evenings and in place
of Tantric, there were three full days of the 21 Stages of Meditation which
were very well attended.

The SSSC representatives participated in two meeting circles and SSSC
Board members were invited to attend via Zoom. After brief introductions
from our representatives and a high level overview of the SSSC and our 
constituent organizations, the sessions were largely listening to the needs
and concerns expressed by European Sangat members. 

On September 23rd & 24th, the Fall Session of the International Khalsa
Council was held. This was the first session with our new Chairperson, SS
Gurujodha Singh, and with the new two-year theme, Moving Forward in
Unity with Integrity, Inclusion and Equality.

On September 30th, the SSSC President, Sahaj Singh Khalsa and Executive
Director, Satwant Singh Khalsa, attended to show support at the Grand
Opening Celebration of East West Tea Company’s Yogi Tea factory in Imola,
Italy. While in Italy, the SSSC representatives had an opportunity to
interface with the Italian Sangat.
 
Satwant Singh, SSSC Executive Director and Board Members Guru Prem
Singh Khalsa and Awtar Kaur Khalsa attended the 3HO Winter Solstice
December 19 - 22nd. This was the first in-person Winter Solstice since
2019.

For updates on events to connect with the Sangat, see our News page at:
https://ssscorp.org/news/

CONNECTING WITH OUR SANGAT
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MEET THE SSSC TEAM
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SSSC Staff



MEET THE SSSC TEAM
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Office of Ethics and Professional Standards
(EPS)Staff

Office of Public Affairs (OPA) Staff



We want to hear from you. If you would like to see more information in
these reports please give us your feedback by filling out the feedback form.
Please click HERE to give us your feedback.
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We want to receive your feedback

Learn more about our nonprofit organizations: 
https://ssscorp.org/who-we-serve/serve-on-a-subsidiary-board/

Learn more about SSSC Board composition and its work: 
https://ssscorp.org/sssc-board-members/

General Information

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/3LCJ6D8
https://ssscorp.org/who-we-serve/serve-on-a-subsidiary-board/
https://ssscorp.org/sssc-board-members/

